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ABSTRACT 
 
With the rapid progress in the development of wireless 
technology, Global Positioning System (GPS) based 
vehicle navigation systems are being widely deployed in 
automobiles to serve the location-based needs of users 
and for efficient traffic management. An essential process 
in vehicle navigation is to map match the position 
obtained from GPS (or/and other sensors) on a road 
network map. This process of map matching in turn helps 
in mitigating errors from navigation solution. GPS based 
vehicle navigation systems have difficulties in tracking 
vehicles in urban canyons due to poor satellite 
availability. High Sensitivity GPS (HS GPS) receivers can 
alleviate this problem by acquiring and tracking weak 
signals (and increasing the availability), but at the cost of 
high measurement noise and errors due to multipath and 
cross correlation. Position and velocity results in such 
conditions are typically biased and have unknown 
distributions. Thus filtering and other statistical methods 
are difficult to implement. Soft computing has replaced 

classical computing on many fronts where uncertainties 
are difficult to model.  Fuzzy logic, based on fuzzy 
reasoning concepts, is one of the most widely used soft 
computational methods. In many circumstances, it can 
take noisy, imprecise input, to yield crisp (i.e. numerically 
accurate) output. Fuzzy logic can be applied effectively to 
map match the output from a HS GPS receiver in urban 
canyons because of its inherent tolerance to imprecise 
inputs. This paper describes a map matching algorithm 
based on fuzzy logic. The input of the system comes from 
a SiRF HS XTrac GPS receiver and a low cost gyro 
(Murata ENV-05G). The results show an improvement in 
tracking the vehicle in urban canyon conditions. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Vehicle navigation has become a major focus for 
automobile manufacturers over the past decade for 
applications like fleet management and Location-Based 
Services (LBS). The aim of a vehicle navigation system is 
to accurately track or locate a vehicle on a road network. 
Satellite-based navigation systems like GPS are playing 
an important role in vehicle positioning due to the 24-
hour, all weather, and free-of-charge availability. 
However, GPS suffers from line-of-sight (LOS) issues 
that make it less effective in urban canyons. Conventional 
GPS receivers may track/acquire a lower number of 
satellites which may be insufficient to obtain navigation 
solution. Other problems include higher GDOPs and 
multipath. 
 
Using techniques like longer integration times and data 
wipe-off, High Sensitivity GPS (HS GPS) receivers can 
acquire and track signals at lower signal strengths which 
increases satellite availability in weak signal 
environments (Peterson et al., 1997). However, HS GPS-
derived positions in an urban canyon may still have errors 
due to interference effects, namely signal cross-
correlation, multipath and echo-only signals 
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(MacGougan, 2003; Collin et al., 2003). These errors 
have an unknown distribution which is very difficult to 
model; hence conventional filtering methods are difficult 
to implement (Meznetsev et al., 2003). Positioning in 
urban canyons can be improved by using Doppler 
information to filter the position solution.  
 
In vehicle navigation, a constraint can be imposed so that 
the position lies on the road network map. Map matching 
is the method by which this constraint is imposed. 
However map matching in urban canyons and other signal 
degraded environments is challenging due to GPS issues 
as discussed above. In addition, the road network may be 
dense which would lead to a high possibility of tracking 
the vehicle on the wrong road link. Thus it may be 
difficult to track a vehicle using GPS in such conditions 
with conventional map matching techniques. 
 
Fuzzy logic is rapidly becoming a successful technique 
for developing sophisticated applications because it can 
suitably address complex problems (Zadeh, 1995). It 
resembles human decision making with an ability to 
generate precise solutions from certain or approximate 
information. While other approaches require accurate 
equations to model real-world behaviors, fuzzy design can 
accommodate real-world ambiguities. It provides both an 
intuitive method for describing a system in human terms 
and automates the conversion of those system 
specifications into effective models. 
 
Fuzzy logic can be effectively used for map matching in 
urban canyons because of its ability to generate precise 
output from noisy (error prone) navigation input obtained 
from GPS. Such robustness is not available with 
conventional map matching techniques, which uses 
accurate equations. A fuzzy logic-based map matching 
algorithm is devised in this paper, which takes input from 
a HS GPS (SiRF XTrac) receiver and a low cost gyro 
(Murata ENV-05G) The paper first describes the 
background information followed by a detail description 
and analysis of the proposed algorithm.  
 

VEHICULAR NAVIGATION IN URBAN CANYONS 
AND MAP MATCHING 
 
The accurate location of a vehicle on a highway network 
model is fundamental to any in-car navigation system, 
personal navigation assistant and fleet management 
system (Carstensen, 1998). The main component of in-car 
navigation system is a positioning system and a road map. 
Dead reckoning (DR) systems, such as an Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU), have problems of large error 
growth over time. GPS on the other hand, suffers from 
LOS issues in signal degraded environments. In addition, 
there is a higher probability of acquiring and tracking 
multipath signals in conditions like urban canyons. 

The issue of availability is slightly alleviated by the use of 
high sensitivity GPS receivers which track signals at low 
signal strengths. The principle employed in such receivers 
is longer non-coherent integration of up to 700 ms leading 
to an improvement in tracking sensitivity by up to 30 dB 
(MacGougan, 2003). However tracking a weak signal 
may lead to a false peak acquisition known as the cross 
correlation effect. In addition, sometimes echo signals are 
tracked leading to large blunders in the GPS 
measurements. SiRF’s XTrac HS GPS has a stated 
sensitivity of -172 dBW which is 12 dB lower than the 
sensitivity of conventional GPS receiver (Shewfelt et al., 
2001). However, in tests it has been observed that the 
receiver is able to track signals with power as low as -185 
dB, which is 25 dB lower than the minimum received 
power for L1 GPS signal of -160 dBW (MacGougan, 
2003). In addition to regular GPS measurements, SiRF 
outputs an internally filtered solution. Mezentsev et al. 
(2002) have shown that the internal solution can have an 
error of up to a hundred meters in severe environments. 
Thus, in general HS GPS cannot be solely used for 
reliably tracking the vehicles in urban canyon conditions. 
 
Integration of GPS with an IMU leads to an improvement 
in the positioning accuracy (Cannon et al., 2001). 
However the initialization of an IMU is difficult because 
it is a relative positioning system. Also, in an urban 
canyon the integration should be done carefully because 
the position output from GPS may not be reliable based 
on covariance information from it in the GPS/IMU 
integration scheme. 
 
In general, Motor vehicles are restricted to travel on 
roads, but GPS and other absolute positioning systems, 
used to estimate their positions, do not inherently have the 
ability to locate vehicles onto roads (Scott, 1994). Various 
error sources affecting the signals, and the 
instrumentation used by the positioning system, result in 
the estimated position not necessarily being overlaid onto 
the road network (Taylor et al., 1999). The process of 
translating position output from a sensor(s) onto a road 
network map is called map matching. It was discussed 
above that improvement in the accuracy of a positioning 
system can be difficult in urban canyons and thus the map 
matching algorithm must take into account the errors in 
the position output and successfully match it onto the road 
map. The availability of a high accuracy digital map is 
essential for map matching (Zhao et al., 2003). A 
description of many algorithms can be found in Bernstein 
et al. (1998), Zhao et al. (2002) and Basanayake et al. 
(2003).  
 
Map matching and navigation can be viewed as a two-
way process of controlling their respective errors. All map 
matching algorithms employ some degree of geometric 
matching such as arc (road link) to point (position output) 
mapping and arc (formed from position outputs) to arc 
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(road link) matching. Those algorithms, which are purely 
based on the geometric approach, fail when there are 
outliers in the positioning sensor output. Those employing 
filtering techniques suffer when there are short multipath 
effects leading to position errors, which can lead to the 
identification of a wrong road link in a dense road 
network. The algorithms which use GPS alone cannot 
generally be used for map matching in urban canyon 
conditions because of the issues with GPS discussed 
above. 
 
Fuzzy logic was previously used for map matching by 
Zhao (1997) and Kim et al. (1999). Kim et al. (1999) 
proposed an adaptive fuzzy network approach to identify 
the correct link. The limitation of this method is that the 
problem of map matching was restricted to the 
identification of the correct road link. This restriction, in 
turn leads to lack of robustness in road link identification 
(especially when the road network is dense). Zhao (1997) 
proposed a simple fuzzy logic based map matching 
algorithm using DR sensors. The main limitations of this 
method are the autonomous identification of the first road 
link (and position), and large error growth in the DR 
sensor output over time (without updates). 
 

FUZZY LOGIC OVERVIEW 
 
There are two branches of computing namely hard 
computing (based on binary logic, crisp systems, 
numerical analysis and crisp software) and soft computing 
(based on fuzzy logic, neural nets and probabilistic 
reasoning) (Zimmerman, 1991). The guiding principle of 
soft computing is to exploit the tolerance for imprecision, 
uncertainty, and partial truth to achieve tractability, 
robustness, and a low solution cost (Novak et al., 2000). 
In coming years, soft computing is likely to play an 
increasingly important role in the conception and design 
of systems whose MIQ (Machine IQ) is much higher than 
that of systems designed by conventional methods (Zadeh 
et al., 1995). A trend that is growing in visibility relates to 
the use of fuzzy logic in combination with neuro-
computing and genetic algorithms to train fuzzy 
membership functions. 
 
Fuzzy logic is almost synonymous with the theory of 
fuzzy sets, a theory which relates to classes with no sharp 
boundary between membership and non-membership 
(Wieser, 2003).  Classical sets follow Boolean logic (i.e. 
either an element belongs to a set or not) whereas fuzzy 
sets use the concept of degree of membership. The 
membership functions define the degree to which an input 
belongs to a fuzzy set.  These membership functions are 
chosen empirically and optimized using a sample 
input/output data. The fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab 6.5 
has features which can easily optimize fuzzy membership 
functions using an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference 

System (ANFIS). ANFIS uses techniques like least 
squares or back propagation algorithms to determine the 
membership functions for a given input/output data sets. 
The If-then rules define a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 
by connecting the antecedent to the consequent (i.e. input 
to output). These rules are given weights based on their 
criticality. 
 
A detailed description of fuzzy logic can be found in Jang 
et al. (1996). The basic steps involved in fuzzy logic are: 
 

1) Selection of fuzzy inputs and outputs, 
2) Selection of fuzzy sets and corresponding 

membership functions, 
3) Definition of fuzzy rules for the FIS, 
4) Definition of an implication function (which 

scales the output membership functions). This is 
not needed in a Sugeno-type FIS, where the rules 
are of the form: 
If input1 = x and input2 = y, then output z = 
ax+by+c (where a, b, c are real numbers),   

5) Defuzzification to get crisp output. 
 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
The proposed algorithm is designed to robustly identify 
both the correct link and the position on the identified 
link. The input to the algorithm comes from a gyro and 
HS GPS receiver. The basic steps are (see Figure 1): 
 

1) Identifying the first road link and determining 
the position of vehicle on it, 

2) Tracking the correct road link subsequently, after 
the first fix on map, and 

3) Determining the position on the road link tracked 
in Step 2. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Basic steps in the proposed algorithm 
 
The most crucial step in map matching is the 
identification of the first correct road link (Scott et al., 
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1996). The success of further tracking the vehicle depends 
on this step. Considering the importance of the first fix, 
the proposed algorithm takes a minute or two to robustly 
identifying the first road link (depending on the 
initialization conditions of GPS).  
 
After initialization of the GPS receiver and the gyro, 
matching is done for 30 time epochs (e.g. 30 seconds with 
1 Hz data). This matching is based on fuzzy logic giving 
high weights to the direction of motion determined from 
the velocity estimates followed by the proximity of the 
point to the road link. A modified form of a Sugeno-type 
FIS (described above) is used for this sub-algorithm. This 
sub-algorithm will be referred as First fix mode and the 
road link will be referred as the link in the following 
discussion. A Close link set for a given position output is 
a set of links which are in a vicinity of 50 meters from the 
position output. The end point of a link, in the direction 
that the vehicle is heading, will be referred as the 
destination point. Two or more links are concurrent to 
each other if they share a common node. Figure 2 shows 
these terms graphically. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Graphical description of terms used in the 
discussion 
 
Figure 3 shows the FIS diagram for the first sub-
algorithm. The fuzzy inputs to this FIS are: 
 

1) Distance of the position output from the links 
2) Velocity direction with respect to road links 
3) Heading change (obtained from the gyro) 
4) Time (obtained from GPS) 

 
The fuzzy sets used are: 
 

1) Nominal heading change 
2) Belongingness to a close link set 
3) Similarity of velocity direction and link 

orientation 
4) Large number of epochs 

 

The fuzzy output is the Resemblance of a link. This 
resemblance determines the degree to which a link 
matches with the correct link. The “If-Then” rules for the 
FIS are: 
 
Rule 1: If the heading change is nominal and a particular 

link belongs to a close link set for a larger 
number of epochs, and the velocity direction is 
the same as the link orientation, then the 
resemblance, Z, of that link is given by 

 
 321 MFMFMFZ ××=  (1) 

 
where 

MF1 is the degree of membership (DOM) of 
nominal heading change, 

MF2 is the DOM of belongingness to close link 
set. and 

MF3 is the DOM for large number of epochs. 
 
Rule 2 will be evaluated if the output from this 
rule is beyond an empirically-derived threshold 
value of 0.7, otherwise this step is repeated until 
the resemblance exceeds the threshold value. 

 
Rule 2: If the heading change is large and in the same 

direction as that of the concurrent link 
orientation, and the resemblance (as computed in 
Rule 1) for the next few epochs is highest for 
that concurrent link, then it will be considered as 
the first identified link. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: FIS for the first fix algorithm  
 
The position on the link is computed by filtering the GPS 
derived position with velocity (obtained from Doppler 
information) and directional aiding (obtained from the 
road link orientation). The membership functions used in 
the first fix algorithm are shown in Figure 4. 
 
After determination of the first link and location of 
vehicle on it, the algorithm goes into tracking mode. If the 
vehicle loses the track (which is determined by criteria 
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discussed below), then the whole first fix procedure 
(discussed above) is repeated before resending the 
algorithm to tracking mode. The two steps involved in 
tracking mode sub-algorithm are: 
 

1) Tracking the correct road link 
2) Determining the position of the vehicle on the 

identified road link. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 4: Membership function for a (a) close link set 
(b) large heading change (c) nominal heading change 
(d) large number of epochs 
 
The identification of the correct link removes the error 
from the position output and helps to accuratly map-

matched it. This map match solution in turn helps in 
tracking the road link in the next epoch. The tracking of 
vehicle on a road link is done using fuzzy logic. In this 
sub-algorithm a modified Sugeno-type FIS is used for link 
identification.  
  
The fuzzy inputs are the same as that of the first fix FIS. 
The fuzzy sets for this FIS are: 
 

1) Proximity of position solution (to the link) 
2) Small heading change  
3) Average distance traveled on current link 
4) Large distance traveled on current link 
5) Small heading difference (which is defined as the 

difference between heading change and the angle 
between the current and concurrent link). 

 
The membership functions of the above mentioned fuzzy 
sets are given in Figure 5. The “If-Then” rules of the FIS 
are: 
 
Rule 1: If the distance traveled on the concurrent link is 

average and the proximity of the position 
solution to the current link is high and the 
heading change is small, then the resemblance, 
Z, of the current road link is given by 

3
)

21
11(

5.11 MF

MF

MFZ ×

+
+

×=  (2) 

where 
MF1 is the DOM of the average distance 

traveled on the current link, 
MF2 is the DOM of the proximity of the 

position solution to the current link, and 
MF3 is the DOM of the small heading change. 
 
Rule 2 will be evaluated if the value of 
resemblance of the current link (obtained in Rule 
1) falls below the empirically derived threshold 
value of 0.7. 
 

Rule 2:   If the distance traveled on the current link is 
large and the heading difference is small, then 
the resemblance of the concurrent link, Z, is 
given by 

 

21 MFMFZ ×=  (3) 
 
where 

MF1 is the DOM of the large distance traveled 
on the current link, and 

MF2 is the DOM of the small heading 
difference. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 5: Membership function for (a) an average 
distance traveled on road link (percentage) (b) a small 
heading difference (c) the proximity of the position 
solution from the link (d) a large distance traveled on 
current link (percentage) 
 
Figure 6 shows the FIS diagram of the tracking mode sub-
algorithm. The effect of the position proximity is 
decreased in Rule 1 (of this FIS) by calculating the 
resemblance using the Equation 2 rather than simple 
multiplication of membership functions.  All the 
membership functions used in the above FIS are 
optimized using the ANFIS toolbox of Matlab, which 
uses techniques like least squares and back propagation 
for optimization (Mathwork, 1995). 

 
The system loses track of the vehicle position and goes to 
first fix mode when there are continuous outliers in the 
navigation solution and a turn is encountered amidst these 
outliers. The system also loses track when it does not get 
outlier-free navigation output for 30 consecutive epochs 
(without any heading change). It can be seen from Figure 
7 that continuous outliers, restrict the map matched 
solution computation to sub-optimality. This leads to an 
uncertainty in the determination of destination point, and 
if a heading change is encountered amidst this uncertainty 
the algorithm cannot distinguish between the 
perpendicular road links.  
 

 
 
Figure 6: FIS for the tracking algorithm 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Loss of track in the proposed algorithm 
 
In summary, the main characteristics of the proposed 
algorithm are: 
 

1) The time for the first fix on the road link depends 
upon the GPS initialization conditions. 

2) A change in the road link is mainly identified by 
a heading change. 

3) Heading information indirectly helps in position 
matching by identifying the correct road link. 
The link orientation along with the velocity is 
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used for map matching the position output from 
GPS. 

4) Long outages (or continuous outliers) lead to 
loss of track and the algorithm has to be re-
initialized using the first fix mode. 

5) The success of tracking a change in road link 
depends on the accuracy with which the map 
matched position is determined on the current 
link and vice versa. 

6) The method has limitations when the angle 
between the concurrent links is too small to be 
detected by a low cost gyro.  

 

FIELD TEST DESCRIPTION 
 
A field test was conducted in downtown Calgary on 
January 10, 2004, to validate the performance of the 
algorithm. The test lasted for about 15 minutes and the 
trajectory was selected to have high rise buildings on the 
road side along with turns to test the system in low signal 
availability conditions. Figure 8 shows a sample view of 
high rise buildings on the trajectory. The test was 
conducted at variety of speeds ranging from 10 to 60 
km/h. 
 

 
 
Figure 8: Urban canyon conditions for field test 
 
The test trajectory is shown in green in Figure 9. The city 
downtown has a variety of tall buildings ranging from 40 
m to 200 m. There are few underpasses on the trajectory, 
which can cause signal availability problems. The 
receivers were initialized in open sky conditions followed 
by dense downtown conditions with few instances of 
good signal availability. A reference station was set up on 
the roof of the CCIT Building at the University of 
Calgary. The test van of the Position Location and 
Navigation (PLAN) group was used for data collection, 
and the equipment setup in the van is shown in Figure 10. 
       

 
    
Figure 9: Test trajectory in downtown Calgary 
       

 
 

Figure 10: System setup in test van 
 
A NovAtel OEM4 and a SiRF XTrac HS GPS receiver 
were setup in the test van. The NovAtel OEM4 is a 
geodetic-grade receiver; whereas the SiRF XTrac is a HS 
GPS receiver which can track signals to about 25 dB 
lower than the minimum received signal of -160 dBW. A 
NovAtel 600 antenna was placed on the top of the van 
and connected to two receivers using a signal splitter.  A 
Murata gyro (having a maximum offset drift of 9 deg/s) 
was mounted vertically with its sensitive axis pointing in 
the vertical direction to measure heading changes. Data 
was sampled at 100 Hz from the Murata gyro and logged 
at 1 Hz from both the GPS receivers. The data sets 
obtained from the GPS receivers and the gyro were post-
processed and used as inputs to the map matching 
algorithm. 
 
The gyro output is passed through a low pass filter to 
remove the noise due to jitter and voltage fluctuations. 
Figure 11 shows the heading change with time after 
passing the gyro output through a low pass filter.  
 
A digital map supplied by the City of Calgary was used 
for map matching. The road links, which are defined in 
the map by the coordinates of the end points, have a good 
center-line accuracy of few metres. In all the map plots 
that follow, the road links are shown with nodes in thin 
blue lines and the test trajectory is shown in thick green 
line. 
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Figure 11: Heading change obtained from the Murata 
gyro after filtering  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This section first gives an analysis of the output obtained 
from the GPS receivers followed by the map matching 
results obtained by using the proposed algorithm. A 
comparison is then made between the map matching 
results obtained by using a pure geometric approach and 
those obtained from the proposed algorithm. 

GPS Position output 
 
The GPS data, obtained from the OEM4 and XTrac 
receivers, was post-processed in differential mode using 
C3NAVG2TM, a software package developed at the 
University of Calgary. This software processes 
pseudorange and Doppler measurements using a Least 
Squares (LS) method (Petovello et al., 2000). This 
solution will be referred as the LS solution in the 
following discussion. The internal solutions from both the 
receivers were obtained in real-time without any 
differential corrections. The internal solution and LS 
solution availability statistics from both receivers are 
shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Availability of position solution from the 
NovAtel OEM4 and SiRF XTrac 
 
Receiver Internal solution 

Availability (%) 
LS solution 

availability  (%) 
NovAtel OEM4 78.0 46.8 
SiRF XTrac 99.2 97.6 
 
Following observations are made from Table 1 about the 
availability of position solution: 
 

1. In the case of the OEM4 receiver, the availability 
of the LS solution is significantly lower than the 
corresponding internal solution because 
C3NAVG2 imposes DOP constraint (of GDOP < 
20) in the position computation. The number of 
satellites tracked by the OEM4 receiver is four 

for about 60% of time, leading to a high GDOP 
which resulted in the rejection of measurements 
at those epochs. 

2. The measurement errors in both the OEM4 
solutions are large as shown in Figure 12. 

3. The availability of both the solutions from the 
XTrac is high due to its high sensitivity, which 
allows it to track higher number of satelites. The 
XTrac’s position solutions are shown in Figures 
13 and 14. 

4. XTrac’s internal solution, which is obtained in 
single point mode (in real-time), is very smooth 
and has low errors for most of the time. However 
it has a continuous position drift at few 
instances, which leads to large errors during that 
interval. 

 

 
 
Figure 12: Internal solution of the OEM4 receiver (in 
real-time) and the LS solution (in DGPS mode, 
obtained from post-processing of OEM4 pseudorange 
measurements)  

 

 
 
Figure 13: Internal solution obtained from the XTrac 
receiver in real-time 
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Figure 14: LS solution (in DGPS mode, obtained from 
post-processing of XTrac pseudorange measurements) 
 

Map Matching Results Obtained from the Proposed 
Algorithm 
 
XTrac’s LS solution will be used for analyzing the first 
fix sub-algorithm in this section. The first fix is obtained 
using the fuzzy logic-based sub-algorithm discussed 
earlier. Figure 15 shows the close links set for the first 30 
epochs after the heading output becomes steady. If the 
heading output is unsteady immediately after the start, 
then the vehicle is considered to be off the road. In this 
case, for all these epochs, the first correct link belongs to 
the set of close links.  
 

 
 
Figure 15: Close link set for the first 30 epochs with 
XTrac’s LS solution 
 
The direction determined from velocity helps to identify 
the correct first link. Figure 16 shows the velocity 
direction for the first few epochs after the heading output 
becomes steady. The first link is confirmed by the FIS 
when the change in velocity and heading corresponds to 
one of the concurrent links. 
 
The performance of map matched algorithm is analyzed 
in terms of the percentage correct (and false) fix which is 
defined as the percentage of correctly map matched 
solution epochs (or incorrectly matched ones in case of 
false fix) out of the total number of epochs for which the 
corresponding solution was available. An unfixed solution 
is when the algorithm does not match the position 

solution to any of the road links. The percentage correct 
fix obtained from all the four solutions is shown in Table 
2. The percentage false fix is zero in all the cases.  
 

 
 
Figure 16: Velocity direction for the first few epochs 
with XTrac’s LS solution 
 
Table 2: Percentage correct fix using proposed 
algorithm 
 
Receiver Internal solution 

Correct fix (%) 
LS solution 

Correct fix (%) 
NovAtel OEM4 23.7 11.1 
SiRF XTrac 84.5 92.8 
 
The following observations are made from Table 2 
regarding the map matched solutions: 
  

1. In the case of the XTrac receiver, the internal 
solution has a lower percentage correct fix as 
compared to the LS solution because of the 
continuous position drift in the internal solution 
which is considered as an outlier by the proposed 
algorithm. The LS solution is noisy but does not 
have a continuous position drift problem as in 
the case of the internal solution.  

2. Unfixed solutions in all the cases arise when the 
algorithm loses track of the position and re-
enters the first fix mode.  

3. In the case of the OEM4 receiver, the percentage 
correct fix is very low because of sporadic 
availability of the noisy internal solution, which 
cannot be map matched, using the proposed 
algorithm.  

4. The LS solution of the OEM4 is too 
discontinuous to be map matched by the 
proposed algorithm and hence the percentage 
correct fix is the lowest of all. 

 
Figure 17 shows the map matched output using the 
proposed algorithm with the XTrac’s LS solution. The 
algorithm gives a good map matched solution with one 
discontinuity (due to continuous outliers). There is one 
discontinuity in position tracking due to a continuous drift 
in XTrac’s internal solution (see Figure 18). 
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Figure 19 shows the map matching results obtained using 
the OEM4 internal solution. The algorithm in this case 
could map match the position only for a few epochs in 
good signal availability conditions. 
   
 

 
 
Figure 17: Map matched XTrac’s LS solution 
obtained using the proposed algorithm 
 
  
 

 
 

Figure 18: Map matched XTrac’s internal solution 
obtained using the proposed algorithm 
 

 
 
Figure 19: Map matched OEM4’s internal solution 
obtained using the proposed algorithm 
 
Table 3 shows a comparison between the results obtained 
from the proposed algorithm and a map matching 
algorithm based on a pure geometric approach. The 
geometric approach only takes into account the position 
proximity and the velocity direction of the navigation 
solution.  

 
Table: 3 Performance of proposed and pure geometric 
map matching algorithm 
 

Proposed MM 
algorithm 

Geometric MM 
algorithm 

Solution 
Mode 

Correct 
fixes (%) 

False 
fixes (%) 

Correct 
fixes (%) 

False 
fixes (%) 

XTrac 
internal 84.5 0 70.2 29.8 

XTrac 
LS 92.8 0 27.1 72.9 

OEM4 
internal 23.7 0 56.1 43.9 

OEM4 
LS 11.1 0 13.3 86.7 

 
The following observations are made from Table 3 
regarding the map matching algorithms: 
 

1. XTrac’s internal solution matches better than all 
the other solutions with the geometric map 
matching approach due to the least noise among 
all. Figure 20 shows the results obtained by pure 
geometric map matching of the XTrac’s internal 
solution.  

2. The percentage false fixes is more for LS 
solutions than the corresponding internal 
solutions for both the receivers because the 
geometric approach gives more false fixes with 
noisy position solutions.  

3. In the case of the OEM4, the percentage correct 
fix obtained by geometric algorithm is higher as 
compared to those obtained by the proposed 
algorithm because the proposed algorithm gives 
more importance to reliability as oppose to the 
geometric algorithm. It should be noted that the 
percentage false fix from the proposed algorithm 
is zero whereas it is high in the case of geometric 
algorithm. 

4. The results obtained from the proposed 
algorithm are far superior to those obtained by 
geometric matching with XTrac’s HS GPS 
receiver.  
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Figure 20: Map matched XTrac’s internal solution 
obtained using geometric approach  
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The following conclusions can be drawn about the vehicle 
navigation (using GPS) in urban canyon conditions: 
  

1) Vehicle navigation in urban canyons is generally 
not possible with only a positioning system 
whose accuracy is degraded in urban canyons.  

2) A successful map matching algorithm takes into 
account the positioning errors and accurately 
map matches the position output on to the road 
network map. 

3) Conventional map matching based on geometric 
approach is difficult with noisy, imprecise input. 

4) The proposed algorithm, which uses fuzzy logic 
successfully map matched the position output in 
urban canyon conditions with a HS GPS receiver 
and a low cost gyro. 

5) The reliability of the proposed algorithm is far 
better as compared to conventional algorithms 
based geometric approach.  

 
In the future, it is planned to perform map matching using 
three dimensional maps with height aiding. Tight 
integration between the GPS and a digital map will be 
implemented in a future algorithm using fuzzy principles. 
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